



































































































































INTRODUCTION ELECTRONEGATIVITY
Three main types CHEMICALBONDING
1 Ionic
2 Metallic
3 Covalent

is Polar Covalent
ii Non PolarCovalent

ImportantTerminology
1 Electronegativity
2 Polarity

i Dipoles
Ii Partialcharges
in Lone pairs

Electronegativity
The electronegativityof an element is the relative abilityof each of its
atoms to attract the electrons of a covalent bond towards itself

It is measured on the PaulingScale where 0 is the least electronegative
and 4 is the most electronegative

Somequickfacts
Fluorine is themostelectronegative atom
Non metals in general are more electronegative smaller atomic radius
Metals in general are less electronegative greater atomic radius

factors that determine the electronegativity of an element
i Atomic Radius
2 Nuclearcharge
Atomic radius decreases across a period as new electrons enter the
same energy level and hence experience roughly the same shielding
effect but a stronger effective nuclear force due to more protons in
the nucleus

For example period 2

F has the mostprotons
hence the greatest nuclear

o f charge
and is also the

C N smallest and therefore
Li Be B has the greatestcharge

density the deciding
Atomic radius decreases factor which determines

across the period electronegativity






































































































































Example A C E bond

I since F has a higherchargedensity agreater
C F S nuclearcharge and a smaller atomic radius
Gp 9p it pulls the electrons involved in the covalent

bond towards itself

Therefore electrons exist closer
to the F nucleus than the C nucleus

As a result F develops a partialnegativecharge S J and c develops
a partial positive charge St

Note represents the direction in which the pair of electrons in the
covalent bond are attracted 1pulled towards

separationof chargerefers to the attraction of electrons towards one end
of a molecule leading to the formation of a dipole
If a dipole exists in amolecule then that molecule is polar and
accordingly if there is no dipole the molecule is non polar

PaulingScale valuesof some common elements
Fluorine 4 0 Lithium 1 0

Oxygen 3 5 Carbon 2 5
Chlorine 3 0 Hydrogen 2 I
nitrogen 3.0 Caesium 0 7

Generallyspeaking if the difference in electronegativity isgreater than
2 O then the bond can be considered ionic

Similarly for covalent bonds the difference in electronegativity is usually
less than I O

Nole Although individual bonds may bepolar there may still be no overall
charge on the molecule as the shapeof the molecule might be such
that the dipoles cancel out
However it is also possible that the shapemight be such that
dipoles are reinforced

some common molecules their dipoles and their polarity
H2 HE

gt s CO2
H H H F more EN O C 0

dipolescancelout dipoletowards F dipoles cancel out
hence non polar hencepolar hence non polar






































































































































CH4 H2O S CH3CI CIS
H 0,4 I 1 Polar
1 Non polar H H Cst g
C LAH C H Polar 5th A t

H d H bonds are 5th
H non polar

Nole Lone pairs and non bondingelectrons deaffectthe polarityof a molecule
Theynotonly act as areas of negativechargeto add to the S nature
of some atoms butthey can also influence the bondangles and the
symmetryof a molecule leading to dipolesnotcancellingeachother out
and the moleculebeingpolar




